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•which will make up 53 that will win you the day. That is the rough calculation.
81.1 see. Still, the totals to which Lord Bumham calls attention on page 81* are very striking. I do not know whether there is anything to be said as to whether the occasions on which the Government gets defeated are of equal importance with the occasions when they succeed ?—Well, sir, I recognise that in giving these figures which I have just given, I have enhanced the black nature of these figiires against Government, because my explanation, I recognise, does mean that on more occasions than the occasions on which we lost, the majority of the elected members was against us, and therefore, if you are looking only at the weight of elected opinion, the figures against Government should be weighted.
8£. I quite see that, but I meant something slightly different. I was wondering whether, taking the figures as they stand, and not considering, for the moment, whether the total in a lobby was made up of elected or non-elected people, it could not be said that the Government got its way on the larger part of the important occasions when issue is joined in view of these figures. If so, the explanation must be that though they got defeated on a very large number of comparatively unimportant questions, they get their way on the more important occasions ?—Well, in an earlier portion of this memorandum you will find that we have passed 199 Government Bills, and we have lost 9—that is, up to the end of 1927. Only iour times has the Governor-General certified; he has only exercised his emergency powers on four occasions.
 83.	So I understand ;   that is including a Finance
Bill, is it not ?—Two Finance Bills.
 84.	Finance Bills we might,  perhaps,  deal with
rather specially a little later on ;   but apart from
that there seem to be two occasions when there has
been certification ?—Yes.
 85.	Can you tell us briefly something about the
relation between the two Houses, the extent to which
in your opinion the Council of State and the Legis
lative Assembly may  usefully  sit  together ?—The
following section deals with that.
 86.	I know;   but summarise it for us,—The two
Houses remain apart;   they have never sat jointly.
The  Council of State has,   I  think,  rejected  nine
measures, other than Finance Bills, passed by the
Assembly.
 87.	Where shall 1 find that ?—On page 81,* the
penultimate sentence of the first  paragraph.    The
two Houses have been at variance on nine occasions.
 88.	That is not only at page fel,* but it would also
happen, if it happened at all, under section 67 of the
Act.    That has never happened, has it ?—A joint
sitting, no.    It was once asked ior.
90. Colonel Lane-Fox : The Assembly, of course, represents 260 millions of people ?—(Mr. fiaig): Yes.
91- Are there any other instances in the world of one body directly representing so large a number as that ?—I do not know.
 92.	What I wanted to ask you was, is it not as a
matter of fact difficult for individual members to be
really   representative   of    such   an   unwieldy   con
stituency ?    Does that come out in the proceedings
of the House ?—Yes, I think it is probable.    It is
difficult to generalise on these subjects, but I think
it is probable that the members of the Legislative
Assembly are in somewhat less close touch with their
constituencies than the members of the local legis
lative councils.    I think it is inevitable owing to the
size and scattered nature of the constituencies.
 93.	And that would naturally be one of the causes
of an apparent irresponsibility which sometimes tends
to show in the Assembly ?—I think it makes them
probably more responsive to what you might call
the big All-India organisations, such as the Congress,
or the Press.
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 94.	Less    responsible   to   the    constituencies ?—
Mainly because, I fancy, Jlocal organisations usually
do not exist.
 95.	Because the members arfe not sufficiently in
touch with them ?—I do not think really the country
is sufficiently developed to have reached that stage
yet.
 96.	But if there was a different system of election,
if instead of direct election you had some system of
indirect election,  then you might get rather  more
responsible  members ?—You   might  certainly  have
rather closer touchNvith the electors, but of course
they, on the other hand, would be representing some
other interests.    I take it you mean if local bodies,
for instance, were to elect members to the legislative
councils or if the provincial legislative councils were
to elect to the Assembly.    In that case I imagine
that there would be much closer touch between the
member and the body that elects him.
 97.	Then  his  action  will  have  reference  strictly
to somebody ?—I expect so.
 98.	And I suppose one of the weaknesses of the
Government in the Assembly is this very fact of the
irresponsibility of the elements in it ?—Well,  cer
tainly, they are swayed by influences which are very
often antagonistic to us.
 99.	Has the question of the constitution of the
Assembly ever been debated in the Assembly itself ?
Has the question of direct or indirect election come
before it ?—No.

 100.	They are quite satisfied with themselves as
they are ?—I do not know the occasion really to
discuss  the  details  of  the  constitution  has  arisen
until now.
 101.	Major Atilee :   Are there occasions on which
all the members of a certain province irrespective
of  party  affiliations   act  together  on  a   particular
question, or are there any sorts of organisations of
provincial  representatives   in   the   interests   of   the
province ?—I should say, not.    I seem to remember
an occasion in the Assembly when the question of
the remission  of  provincial contributions was  up,
a matter which to  certain provinces was of very
great significance and importance,- and my impres
sion, 1 am speaking without the book,  is  that  the
provincial members did not take the line which might
be considered favourable to their provincial interests
but rather stuck to their Assembly grouping.    That
is my impression.    1 am speaking subject to  cor
rection.
 102.	You do not know if there were ever meetings
of, say, the Bombay members, as we in the House
of   Commons   have   meetings   of,   say,   Lancashire
members ?    Do you know whether that takes place
at all ?—Not as far as I know.

 103.	Another point is as to getting the time of the
House.    We see at Home that the difficulty of a
minority Government is that if you are a minority
Government  you   cannot  get   your   Bills   through
because you cannot help people talking them out.
Are not your proposals talked oat, or is there any
closure system, or how do you work it ?—There is
no closure system as far as legislation is concerned.
I do not think we ever had such organised obstruction.
 104.	You have no all-night sittings as a means
of bringing pressure to bear ?—I cannot remembet
one.    (Mr. Dimnett}: The -time for the rising of the
House is in the discretion of the Chair.
105.	The Chairman : It occurs to me, Major Attlee,
even if they had a power in the Government to move
what they call the suspension of the rule, apparently
if there was a majority against Government they
would never succeed hi carrying it.
Major Attlee : Yes, and I am wondering how they get through. Is it not your experience that they get clogged towards the end ?—(Mr. Dunnet?) : The analogy with the House of Commons is rather incomplete. For one thing, the whole budget, including the estimates, is limited, I think, to four days, or six days, whereas yours runs to months. Here it is fixed.—(Mr. Haig) -. So far as the budget is concerned, there is an automatic closure. A certain

